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TYRE MARKINGS
For the benefit of P6ROC members who are not technically

aJ inclined I think the mention of HR rared tyres by the chairman
(Dec.) and by Charles Osborn (Feb.) should be expanded upon.

This not merely for the purposes of enrichment and enjoyment,
but rather because an unsuitable tyre on a vehicle can kill. Hence the

interest of nominated testers during an MOT and of Insurance
companies, in the type and condition of the tyres fitted on a vehicle.
The HR symbol is an indication of the maximum speed at which the

tyre can be driven safely.Therefore it should match the maximum speed potential of the
particular vehicle.The range, mostly related to motor vehicle work, consists of:

SPEED SYMBOL
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The speed rating of a tyre! is not the only essential feature. One has to consider also
the maximum load the tyre (one tyre) can safely withstand.The load a tyre can take is
indicated by either an index or a ply rating.The load index of a tyre varies from 65,
1!e lowesc capable of carrying 290 l€ (638 lbs) to 97, the highest, strong enough ro rake
730 l(g ( 1606 lbs) There are times when the load capability of a q/re is indicated by the
number of plies of webbing used in its construction but the load capability of a tyie is
most imPortant in the case of commercial vehicles which have to carry heavy loads.

On the other hand as far as cars are concerned, the way these plies are laid in relation
to the radius of the tyre is extremely important.

Until about 40 years ago, webbing cords were laid across the radius of the tyre and
were referred to as crossplies. Since then, manufacturers have started constructing tyres
with the cords laid along the radius of the tyre and have produced what we know today
as the radial tyre.The sidewalls of radial tyres are soft and pliable and results in a far
better ride quality. Radial tyres have very different characteristics from crossplies.
Most importantly, the grip on the road (which Americans refer to as surefootedness) of
a radial is much better than that of a crossply.There used to be a type pf tyre whose
construction was Partly a crossply and partly a radial and was referred to as bias-belted.

To be honest, I have never seen an actual bias-belted tyre in my life. I am almost sure
they are not made any more and since no European manufacturer uses crossplies
nowadays, I very much doubt whether the latter is made in Europe any longer, other
than, perhaps, those custom-made for historic vehicles.

lf the suspension of a motor vehicle is designed with radial tyres in mind, it would be
dangerous to have it shod with crossplies. on the other hand, an old car; designed and
constructed in the era of the crossplies, would be quite safe, now, if one were to have it
fitted with radials instead. 
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Now let us be a bit more specific and consider the P6 and the present situation.

The Rover Motor Company was very fastdious about the tyres for the Rover 2000
and the 2000TC.They not only insisted that the P6Tyre was to be a radial and that its
size was to be a | 65SR 14, but they also insisted that it was to be either a Dunlop SP 4l
or a Pirelli Cinturato.The 165 was the width of the tyre in millimetres while the l4 was
the diameter of the rim in inches. The SR was safe up to speeds of I l3 mph which was
a shade over the speed the 2000TC could do.The maximum speed of the single
carburettor model is obviously not as high as that of theTC.The articles in P6 News
mentioned HR rated tyres but have specified that they are referring to the 3500 which
is certainly faster than theTC and therefore needs a higher rated tyre than the SR.

The recommendations from Rover we have been mentioning are some 35 to 45 years
old now and a few things have happened since then. For a start, neither Dunlop nor
Pirelli make l4 inch tyres any more.They stopped making them a very long time ago;
stocks, therefore, are bound to have been deplqted by now.

There were, of course, other European tyre manufacturers of repute besides Dunlop
andPire l l i ,buta l l  o f  them, l ikeDunlopandPire l l i ,havestoppedproducingtyresfor  |4
inch rims.About two years ago, my P6 was due for a new set of tyres and after a long
search I just managed to find a set of Fulda tyres meeting the required specifications.
They were made in France and I was informed that the company had been taken over
by Goodyear years before, and was under their control when my tyres were made.
Be that as it may be I had no choice, really. I could have got a set made in the Far East
but was not sure such companies were signatories to European Conventions on tyre
markings and therefore was doubtful on the validity of the lettering on the tyre walls.
With the deluge of impofts nowadays from places as far away as China one cannot be
too careful, and one should especially resist the temptation of cheap contraband tyres
the true quality of which may bear no relation to the markings on the walls.To be fair,
I do not want to imply that products made in the far East are all not up to standard.
Far from it. As a matter of fact, many products from the far East are every bit as good
as any made anywhere.And what is more, at prices people can afford.

But then I know for a fact that there are tyres on the market, at present, not
necessarily made in the Far East, whose grip in the wet is dangerously low. With tyres
like this, the car would, momentarily, be without brakes and without steering. And I just
cannot understand how industry dares putting such products on the market.

To get back to specifications for P6 tyres, a friend of mine decided to fit wider ones,
than the originals; a 185 instead of a 165, on a 2000 TC.They did fit and do look nice.
I was a bit wary in case they fouled up against the body or parts of the steering or
suspension. But, apparently, they did not. lncidentally, if the tyre fouls with parts of the
car. that is dangerous and would lead to a failure in an MOT. Personally, I would rather
stick to originality whenever possible.

A trend, which has caught on these last few years, is the look of low profile tyres.
Another feature of modern tyres not mentioned already, is theAspect Ratio.This refers
to the ratio between its height and its width. ln a standard tyre, the height is 80% or
82% of the width.The trend nowadays is to manufacture tyres with lower percentages
than standard. Low profile tyres that a P6 could probably take safely would be 7O% and
this would be shown on the tyre wall in combination with size markings e.g.
l85HRl4/70. Although there are tyres with lower profiles than this; I doubt very much
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whether they would suit the P6.With low profile tyres,the car ground clearance is
reduced and one has to take this into consideration if contemplating low profile tyres
for a P6.

Regards - lan Trapp
Publicity Press and Valuation Ma

In conclusion, there are members of the Club who know more about tyres for the p6
than what has been written here. Members who are not so knowledgeabie about the
matter should seek the advice of those who are. MoT's and Insurances aparu, an
unsuitable tyre on a vehicle (or one in bad condition) can make the car d'angerous to
drive and could even be fatal. We dont want that to happen, do we I

Happy and Safe Rovering!

l.A.Zahra - MALTA
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Are your tyres the correct ones?
There have been a lot of questions lately regarding what is the acceptable

speed rating and type of tyres for a P5. when rcver built the car all those
years ago they approved the car (now called type approval) to run on the
following tyres.

2OOO I 22OO SC and TC 155 / 14 SR

3500 / 3500s 185 / t4 HR

The prcfile could be defined at either 80 or g0 dependent on the make
of tyre. These speed ratings were determined via the capability and the top
speed of the car at the time. To be cleag fitting a lower speed rating because
you are not intending in doing 130 MPH is not legally acceptable. Tyres are
now becoming hard to source although Langston (iuirent advertiser) does
have these in stock for all models of the p5 Roven

Many members have commented that they have spoken to their insurance
company and have gained approval. lf this is the case fine, however I
recommend you take the following advice.

check your caD if you have the incorrcct tyres fitted (normally the speed
rating is wrong not the size) write to your insurance company. Get written
conformation back that this is acceptable. The police or insurance company
will NOT accept"l spoke to ....And they said it was OK,,
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